INTRODUCING THE BRYSTON SP-3
The Bryston SP-3 preamplifier/processor represents a revolutionary approach to home theater. Most surround processors are more like computers that process audio and video—bells and whistles are more important than ultimate sonic performance. The SP-3 is first and foremost an ‘AUDIO’ product. From our Class A discrete circuitry, separate analog and digital power supplies plus modular construction for easy updating, the SP-3 simply extracts the audio portion of the signal from the HDMI inputs for processing while properly switching the video, routing it untouched to your display. The fast-paced world of video formats can change as they may, however the Bryston SP-3 will remain a trusted long term solution for your multi-channel audio system.

PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE
With today’s increased clarity and dynamic range in recordings and non-compressed movie sound-tracks (Dolby HD, DTS Master, etc.), you need equipment that not only equals but surpasses the parameters of the most demanding material available. The SP-3 preamplifier/processor is without peer in meeting this performance challenge.

We invite you to audition the SP-3 preamp/processor at your authorized Bryston retailer

The ultimate home theater solution with Bryston’s matching 5-channel amplifier.